AFGHANISTAN REVENUE DEPARTMENT
REVENUE SYSTEMS DIRECTORATE

Deadlines and Conditions
for
Fast Track Filing

By signing the following agreement, you enter a contractual relationship with the Afghanistan Revenue
Department (ARD) for the use of Fast Track Filing services for Tax Returns. You agree to all the terms and
conditions below and confirm that you are the holder of the right and obligations under this contract.

Definitions
ARD Afghanistan Revenue Department;
Fast Track Filing is an information system designed to support the fulfillment of tax obligations and provide
information on tax payments and declarations;
Fast Track Filing Services means the electronic services provided by ARD for the filing and processing of
tax declarations and the provision of ancillary services associated with the payment of money owed by the
declarant to ARD;
USER is a taxable person, including a natural person or legal entity, or their authorized agent or agent, who
is registered as a subscriber in the Fast Track Filing System and uses the system to comply with tax
obligations.

Use
ARD Fast Track Filing website offers users access to and use of Fast Track Filing. This includes but is not
limited to: access to electronic support services to assist in assessing tax liabilities, meeting tax obligations
and managing tax accounts; opportunities to enter data online; and information on the tax accounts.
You are required to use this website in a lawful manner. You are solely responsible for the recognition and
enforcement of any or all the laws, regulations, rules and regulations regarding your use of the Fast Track
Filing for Tax Returns.
By signing these terms and conditions, you clearly agree that you will not:
• Use this site for illegal activities, or to encourage third parties to do so
• Sell or transfer to this site on any given advertisement, promotional or similar content, or discriminatory,
humiliating, improper, pornographic or other unlawful material;
• Inconsistently present or play the role of any other person or entity, or represent any person or entity for
whom you do not have the legal right to such representation or representation
• Broadcast data or electronic information that contains computer viruses, horses Trojans or other destructive
computer codes or files or programs that may alter, harm or interfere with the operation of this site, software,
computer hardware or any other party accessing this site;
• Modify, harm or delete any content provided or existing on this site;
• Intentionally disrupt or interrupt normal communication flow in any direction between users and these
websites;
• Interfere with or infringe on third party intellectual property rights; or
• Collect or save personal data to other people on this web site.
ARD grants users the right to view, download and print content from Fast Track Filing for accessing and
using Fast Track Filing for Tax Return services, provided that this content is only used by the User for
personal, educational or not commercial. Reproduction or any other form of distribution of the Fast Track
Filing is prohibited.

Login
Fast Track Filing of ARD is restricted to registered users. As a registered user, you agree that you will not
abuse any user name or password, nor will you attempt to access unauthorized access. To become a registered
user of this Web site, you must be at least 18 years old and you must apply the registration procedures
submitted by ARD and published on the ARD Web site. If these conditions are not met, you may happen
that you will not be able to access the information in the electronic registration system registration field or
use online support or online services from the web site.

Security, protection and privacy
When entering into a contractual relationship with ARD, you must assume that you protect and prevent
unauthorized access to your digital password. You will be held responsible for any damages whether directly
or indirectly caused by the third person authorized or unauthorized by using your access to this site. ARD
guarantees the highest possible level of security measures to ensure the risk of unauthorized access,
modification and loss of data. You should inform ARD immediately if you encounter any security or
defamation issues. ARD shall take all reasonable steps to protect the personal information of the user's
privacy. ARD may electronically collect, systemize, store and use personal information of users as follows:
• The name and tax number;
• Contact numbers and postal and physical addresses;
• e-mail addresses;
• IP address;
• User name and password selected; and
• Information on taxes.
ARD collects, stores and uses the information mentioned above for the following purposes:
• To communicate with the user;
• Providing user access to the restricted pages of this site; and
• Reviewing Tax Declarations and Statements

Conclusion
ARD may, under its special powers, terminate or temporarily prevent access to and use of this website without
prior notice and for whatever reason. This termination or suspension may result from a violation of the terms
and conditions or any other conduct that ARD considers to be unlawful or detrimental to others by its
special powers. In case of cancellation, you will no longer have authorized access to the Fast Track Filing
but you will also be subject to all legal requirements and obligations to fulfill your tax obligations.
As a user, you can at any time cancel or end your account for Fast Track Filing. If you decide to do so, you
must immediately inform nearest ARD office. If you choose to terminate the relationship with the authorized
agent acting on your behalf, you are responsible to inform ARD of the termination of this relationship. You
remain responsible for and any consequence associated with its use until the time you inform the ARD.

Contents
You are legally obliged to fill out tax documents and statements as required by law. ARD will handle all
submissions submitted and documents as final documents up to the time you send the amended document.
ARD reserves the right (but not the obligation) to delete, remove or change any charge that violates these

terms and conditions. The state and international copyright laws protect the contents of these websites, so
assume that you respect all copyright notices on this site.

Exclusion of warranties
You agree in particular that your use of this Web site and any content thereof is only at your own risk. ARD
will endeavor to ensure uninterrupted and easy operation of the Fast Track Filing web site, but ARD and its
employees do not warrant that this site will work uninterruptedly, smoothly or without errors. To the extent
permitted by law, this guarantee is excluded, and there are no other warranties or other warranties or
conditions, including warranties and conditions of legal misstatement, the sufficiency of normal use, and
adaptation to a particular purpose.

Changes
ARD reserves the right to periodically change the functioning of the Fast Track Filing System as well as
these terms and conditions in order to improve its effectiveness and easier use. These changes will be
published each time through the ARD system. Any change shall become effective from the moment it is
published in the Fast Track Filing System, unless otherwise provided. Your continued use of Fast Track
Filing System information as these changes signal acceptance of these changes by your turn. We encourage
you to periodically review the terms and conditions to ensure that you are knowledgeable and meet these
rules.

Legal provisions
These terms and conditions have the nature of the contract. Any disputes regarding this contractual
relationship shall be settled by the competent court.

